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The annual meeting of the West Virginia Bar Association will be held at White Sulphur Springs, on September 16, 17 and 18. The first meeting will be held on the afternoon of Thursday, September 16, and there will be an evening session at which there will be a prominent speaker. The meeting will conclude on Saturday, September 18, at noon.

Through the courtesy of the West Virginia Law Quarterly there is included in this issue a table of cases cited in the West Virginia Annotations to the American Law Institute's Restatement of Conflict of Laws. This separate publication has been necessary because of the unwillingness of the American Law Institute Publishers to print the table of cases with the Annotations.

The figures following the title of each case refer to the sections of the Annotations in which such case is cited. Since these section numbers correspond with those of the Restatement, the table of cases affords an easy method of finding the rule of the Restatement, as well as the West Virginia annotation, on any question of conflict of laws raised in the cases cited.
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